
AMERICAN NAT()RE Assoc1ATION 
PUBLISH€RS OF ~~~~ 

NAT()RE MAGAZINE 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Dear Friend:-

The message of the Cardinal is the message of NATURE MAGAZINE, 
which is waiting to give you what you want. You won't find pie-
charts or intricate statistics on its pages. It is the magazine 
of the out-of-doors, and its province is the sea, land and sky and 
the thousands of fascinating creatures - from albatross to zebra -
that live within them. It describes the way of an eagle in the 
air, fish with periscopes and snakes that fly. It tells of the 
mute things of the world, explaining their habits and revealinf 
their marvelous beauty. 

What do you prefer to read? Thrillers? Romances? Comedies? 
Nature, from the earliest dawn-days to the latest split second, 
has filled her pages with fascinating stories and curious truth~ 
Her wildings reveal emotions as intensified as in your favorite 
novels - love, hate, greed, joy, fear and sorrow flicker across 
the screen of the out-of-doors to make gripping and enterta ininP 
drama. 

NATURE MAGAZINE combs the continents and scours the sea s ~v 
bring the interesting and vital to you. It is the opera glass 
through which you witness th9 cosmic tableau. Spiced as it is 
with sparkling phrase and photograph and painting, it is a monthly 
treat for any taste. Whatever your reading demands, it will stim-
ulate and entertain you. And it makes an ideal gift. 

No literary treats are ever offered more reasonably than this. 
NATURE MAGAZINE sells at the newsstands for $. 35 the copy (or for 
$3. 00 the year). Just because we are sure you will not be without 
it, once tried, and because we know it will solve your gi f t pro-

blems, we will send you ten issues for $1 . 50 - ten 
issues worth $3.50 on the newsstands. If you do not 
like the first copy, we will return your money. 

The offer is extended to include gift subscrip-
tions. Fill out the blank, slip a check for the 
number of subscriptions desired in the enclosed en-

velope, and mail without postage today. We will 
pay the postage on arrival. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ING DRAMA OF THE 
AT OUTDOORS 
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